
District councillor Vic Ient’s submission to the SDNPA members at their planning 

committee meeting on Thursday, 13 April 2017. Each speaker gets 3 minutes to 

address the committee. This isn’t long, – here is my submission: 

There are many aspects which have still to be resolved including: 

• renewable energy – this should be a condition not an advisory – this site is ideal 

for ground source heating. 

• The final design of the buildings should be reserve matter and include liaison 

local organisations. This should also include measures for light and noise 

pollution. 

However, the most important issue is access to the countryside from the site. 

Without this access, the site would just be motel with the guest driving in and out. 

The success of this development turns exclusively on sustainable methods of 

travelling -  walking, cycling and mobility scooters.  

The current access is only from the C7 road which has no foot paths on either side. 

The footpath running near the site heading toward Iford is over a ploughed field and 

is often thick with mud for half of the year. In the other direction towards Lewes, this 

path is narrow adjacent to a sewage works before emerging on onto a ploughed field. 

Neither of these footpaths are suitable for constant access to and from the site and 

neither are suitable for cycling.  

The officers have done an excellent job but: The fundamental point is that this site 

can only work if permission is granted with an inextricable link between footpath and 

cycleways. I believe the application should be deferred until a formal plan showing a 

footpath network is agreed including consultation with local groups. This should 

include: 

Multiuse footpaths: 

• To the south linking to the public footpath along the river (the ultimate route of 

the Egrets Way)  

 

• North to the C7 and along the C7 in both directions and via Swanborough up to 

the South Downs Way.  

We cannot allow visitors from this site to emerge on their cycles and by foot onto an 

often busy, treacherous and bendy stretch of road with no footway where the speed 

limit is 50 MPH.  

Highway say is not possible to create a footpath from the site access road to the 

junction of Wellgreen Lane Kingston. I disagree completely, - a footway can be 

created on the south side. To provide safe crossing a traffic islands should be installed 

at the access road junction and at Swanborough village. Or a traffic calming chicane 

like the one in Kingston Village and the one at Chailey common. This will benefit bus 

users, cyclists, walkers and holiday Lodge guests. A 30mph limit should be introduced 

from Kingston to Swanborough. 

So please would the committee defer the application to incorporate these specific 

requirements.   


